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Chapter 1459 Bu Dao potential, unprecedented!
Everyone followed the prestige and took a breath!
This speaker is incredible!
Wasn’t it just Wenren Wuming who had been silent before, just focusing on eating steamed buns with
boiling water in the corner!
Wenren Wuming actually ended!
This day is about to change!
Those present who didn’t know Wenren Wuming had never accepted disciples!
All along, they refused to accept disciples under the pretext of not daring to mislead their children.
However, his divination skills can be regarded as the first person in history.
He is not among the ten elders who are qualified to accept disciples just now.
But who dares to question his qualifications for accepting disciples?
It’s not that you don’t accept it, but you don’t want to.
Now, he unexpectedly appeared!
Also accept Wiliam as a disciple!
Miracles!
What is so good about Wiliam!
Even the old monsters in the family can end up personally!
Wen Ren Wuming’s end is definitely more shocking than the Sect Master’s end!
If Wiliam can be a disciple who can hear people without sounding, that would definitely be a scene in
the annals of Xianghua’s blood!
But at this time, Wen Ren Tianyi’s eyes flashed a little, and he said faintly: “Uncle Wuming, which one
are you thinking about?”
Yes, Wen Ren Wuming’s seniority is the highest on the scene.

He is the uncle of the three brothers Wenren Tiange.
Wenren Wuming walked over slowly with a mouthful of steamed buns in full view, his messy hair
covered his cheeks, and he still couldn’t see his eyes clearly.
However, his muddled voice still came out, “Ho ho, I think this little baby is very funny, so I will ask him
for his opinion.”
Fun…
The people present couldn’t help the corners of their mouths twitching, which was a deceptive reason.
Wenren Tiange was also a bit embarrassed. He quickly said: “Uncle Wuming, I know you may find this
kid interesting, but the current situation is that this kid is more suitable for practicing martial arts, so
the seven of us are ready to accept apprentices. Why are you doing this?”
The other elders nodded and said yes.
They feel that Wenrenwuming is purely to disrupt the situation.
However, Wen Ren Wuming suddenly picked up his messy hair at this time, revealing a vicissitudes of
life.
He stared at Wiliam with piercing eyes, as if looking at a rare treasure.
His voice also turned from muddy to clear, “Hoho, but why do you know that this kid’s talent for
divination is not good? How can you know that this kid has the potential of divination,
unprecedented!”
This sentence made the people at the scene dumbfounded!
Bu Dao potential, unprecedented!
This unprecedented four-character evaluation came out of Wenrenwuming’s mouth!
Shocking! This is!
But how is this possible!
Is Wenrenwuming blind?
Just now everyone saw Wiliam opening his eyes and talking nonsense.
How could he have a talent for divination?
“This, this…” Wenren Tiange didn’t know what to say.
Everyone knew what Wiliam was able to do on the road to pass the nonsense just now.
Why does Elder Wenren Wuming still say that?
“And, where did I just say that I want to accept this little baby as a disciple?” Wen Ren Wuming
continued.

Everyone was taken aback.
Eh?
It seems to be too.
Wen Ren Wuming just said that he would accept Wiliam as his disciple.
Instead, he wanted to let Wiliam follow him.
But doesn’t the meaning of following him mean accepting as an apprentice?
“Ho ho, this little baby’s potential in divination, even I was shocked, and his current achievements in
divination, maybe I should be ashamed. How can I be qualified to accept him as a disciple? If you are
polite, if I am not qualified, the rest of you are even less qualified to accept him as a disciple. When I
said let him be with me, I wanted to say that there is no honor to be with this little baby, and to learn
and learn from divination. “Wen Ren Wuming’s words are amazing!
The people at the scene are already sluggish!
The first person to divination with fragrant flowers and blood!
It was said that Wiliam’s achievements were not inferior to him!
What a special thing!
Damn it!
How should I understand this!
Wenren Wuming is not qualified to accept him as a disciple, and can only be on an equal footing with
him!
This kid’s talent in divination is so powerful, it makes heaven and earth eclipse!
Is it possible that Wiliam’s divination just now counts all of them!
Everyone looked at Wiliam, the shock in their eyes only increased!
How did this kid convince the old monster Wenrenwuming to convince him!
too frightening!
Even Wenrenqingxin and Wenrenqingqing are dumbfounded at this moment.
They knew that every shot Wiliam made was extraordinary.
I also know that Wiliam would stir up the world every time and set off stormy waves!
Just now the seven elders came off the court to win him over, it was an unprecedented thing in the
history of Xianghua’s blood.

Now let’s add another person who is the first person to say that Wiliam’s achievements are
comparable to him!
Wen Ren Qingxin pressed his heart tightly, it was difficult to breathe for a while!
Similarly, Wen Ren Qingqing’s face also lacks consistent arrogance and indifference.
She looked at Wiliam in astonishment, and whispered to Wenren beside her, “What kind of monster
did you bring back!”
Wen Ren Qingxin has no answer.
She said madly in her heart, I know this kid is a monster!
But I don’t know how evil he is!
Reorganizing the cognition time and time again, it is terrible!
Everyone at the scene also gradually came up with a more terrifying idea.
This kid’s talent in martial arts has attracted seven contenders!
This is not the scariest.
His potential in divination has attracted a single person from the ages!
In other words, whether this kid is martial art or divination, he is a worldless genius!
Two paths are repaired together, the two paths are superb!
Xianghua Lixue has never seen a genius who can make people jaw-dropping in both ways!
Wiliam is the first person!
Is there such a genius in this world!
It’s just that everyone feels panicked all the time.
Because Wiliam didn’t have the ability to show people completely convincing from beginning to end.
Too bad.
The atmosphere at the scene froze like this, and everyone’s eyes were on Wiliam.
Wenren Tiange had no idea, so he had to bite the bullet and asked: “Wiliam, since this is the case, you
have seen it, now you are the master. Do you want to practice martial arts or divination?”
He simply threw the hot potato to Wiliam.
No matter what Wiliam chooses, he will offend the other party.
Everyone looked at Wiliam nervously, wondering how he was going to overcome this dilemma.

Wiliam smiled slightly, as if everything was under control.
Suddenly he looked at someone and said with a smile: “Martial arts or Buddhism? I have to cultivate
both.”
In a word, shocked all four!
Then, he went on to say: “As for the master, if you have to have one, then she, I am more agreeable
with her.”
With that, Wiliam pointed to the person who was already dumbfounded.
Smell of love!

